PROISSANS

Summary

Historic Documents

Archaeological Sites

1. random finds
   worked silex

2. vallée de l’Enéa
   Probably not located in Proissans, but useful to consider other troglodytic sources nearby…also possible for study of quarry areas
troglodytic structures not far from Carsac, possibly from the Middle Ages, may in fact be from stone extraction
mentioned in Spéléo 48-49 inventory

3. Negative archaeological evidence
   sondages taken from la Borne Cent-Vingt to la Peyroutie, no archaeological remains recovered, did recover a small forest soil

4. Font Goutoune
   13 September 2000; sondages as part of road work on R. D. 704; no archaeological traces found; did recover a vegetation soil

5. Roman road
   follows commune border with Marcillac-Saint-Quentin from Prends-toi-garde until Borne-Cent Vingt; no archaeological proof

6. près de Barette (same as Grotte du Camp Romain?)
   1851 Audierne indicated a Gallic camp was here; no archaeological traces known

7. isolated find
   during work on irrigation 1980; “phallus” in bronze? Found

8. Le Cluzeau
   possible speleo site based on place name
   Cluzeau du Château le Cluzeau; provide coordinates; underneath château; could not enter because the property owner unleashed the dogs

Karstic Features

1. Le Cluzeau

2. vallée de l’Enéa

3. Grotte du Camp Romain
   mentioned in speleo inventory

4. Grotte de Vaurigau
mentioned in speleo inventory

5. *Trou souffleur de Proissans*
   small trough in rock face
   mentioned in inventory Spéléo 1980

**Toponyms**

1. *Malpeyre*
   possible megalith site based on toponym

2. *La Grèze*
   possible speleo site based on place name
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